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Abstract

Interconnected neuronal circuits are the principal functional components of 

the nervous system, and the activation of specific neuronal pathways facilitates 

certain functions, such as carrying information between regions of the brain or 

rhythmic behaviors such as walking. These interconnected neuron circuits are 

simulated through a combination of multiple models such as spatial models with 

cable equations and action potential dynamics described in the Leaky Integrate-

and-Fire and Hodgkin-Huxley models. However, previous experimental research 

primarily focuses on larger neuron circuits, whereas the creation and 

manipulation of small neuron circuits is still relatively understudied. We aim to 

adapt existing neuronal models to fit small neuronal circuits. Therefore, we 

reviewed existing models of neuronal behavior and built simulations of circuits 

in MATLAB’s Simulink and NEURON using the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire 

model and Hodgkin-Huxley models of action potential dynamics, an electrical 

circuit model of synaptic connections, and a neuron-adapted cable equation for 

spatial axon dynamics. Using these models, we demonstrated the expected 

fluctuation in a neuron’s membrane potential as a result of varying input 

currents. The finalized model will be used to simulate expected behavior of in 

vitro small neuron circuits, as constructed with a combined micro electrode array 

(MEA) optical tweezer system. Ultimately, these results allow us quantitively

characterize the emergent properties of neurons in small neuronal circuits

Conclusion 
• Our results established how a neuron’s membrane potential would be 

expected to the change at the subcellular level as a result of varying input 

currents

• Using these models should allow us to simulate the expected membrane 

potential over time of in vitro single neurons
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Simulating Membrane Potential of Neuron Circuits Through a 

Combination of Models

Future Direction

• Create a dynamic model integrating multiple subcellular models that can be 

easily adjusted to various circuit designs and variations in physiological 

aspects of neurons

• Use MEA-optical tweezer system to construct in vitro small neuron circuits

• Use finalized model to simulate the membrane potential evolution of 

constructed in vitro small neuron circuits in response to an applied current

Background

Image Source: [2] 
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• Basic neuron physiology includes dendrite 

and axon filaments, the cell body or soma 

where stimulus collects and action potentials 

are stimulated, and terminal synapses

• Membrane potential is created by the ion 

concentration difference surrounding the 

neuron membrane

• A common approach to modeling neurons 

involves equating them to electrical circuits

• Modeling membrane potential of a neuron 

often requires multiple subcellular models

• Action potential dynamics are simulated by 

models such as the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire 

(LIF) and Hodgkin-Huxley

• The spatial component of axons and dendrites 

can be simulated by cable equations

• Gap junction can be modeled simply by 

applying Ohm’s Law, while electrical 

synapses require a greater level of complexity 

albeit also rooted in principles of electrical 

circuits

Results
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Simulink LIF Model 

• MATLAB’s Simulink was used to 

reproduce the LIF model, using a 

resting membrane potential of -70 

mV, a conductance of 0.2 S, and a 

membrane capacitance of 2e-5 F

• The input current for the LIF 

neuron was produced using a pulse 

generator block, with pulses set to 

an amplitude of 1 mA over a 0.15 

ms duration with a period between 

pulses of 0.7 ms

• Using the NEURON Hodgkin-

Huxley model, we predicted the 

shape of the action potentials given 

a pulse input

• These results also demonstrate the 

evolution over time of the neuron’s 

membrane potential

• These results represented the 

membrane potential as would be 

expected at the soma of a neuron

• Using the Simulink LIF model, we 

predicted the action potential 

dynamics of a neuron given a pulse 

input

• The model also represents the 

expected overall evolution over 

time of the membrane potential

• These results represented the 

membrane potential as would be 

expected at the soma of a neuron

Simulink Electrical and Gap Junction 

Synapses

• MATLAB’s Simulink was used to 

generate a gap junction and an 

electrical synapse

• The input voltage used was that 

produced through the LIF neuron

NEURON Hodgkin-Huxley Model 

• NEURON was used to generate a 

Hodgkin-Huxley neuron

• The input current for the neuron was 

generated through current clamps as 

pulses of 0.25 nA over 0.2 mS, at 

delays of 0.1 and 14 ms


